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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a watermarking technique using different orthogonal wavelet transforms like Hartley wavelet, Kekre wavelet, Slant wavelet and Real Fourier wavelet transform generated from corresponding orthogonal transform. These orthogonal wavelet transforms have been generated using different sizes of component orthogonal transform matrices. For example 256*256 size orthogonal wavelet transform can be generated using 128*128 and 2*2 size component orthogonal transform. It can also be generated using 64*64 and 4*4, 32*32 and 8*8, 16*16 and 16*16 size component orthogonal transform matrices. In this paper the focus is to compare the performance of above mentioned transforms generated using 128*128 and 2*2 size component orthogonal transform and 64*64 and 4*4 size component orthogonal transform in digital image watermarking. The other two combinations are not considered as their performance is comparatively not as good. Comparison shows that wavelet transforms generated using (128,2) combination of orthogonal transform give better performances than wavelet transforms generated using (64,4) combination of orthogonal transform for contrast stretching, cropping, Gaussian noise, histogram equalization and resizing attacks. Real Fourier wavelet and Slant wavelet prove to be better for histogram equalization and resizing attack respectively than DCT wavelet and Walsh wavelet based watermarking presented in previous work.
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INTRODUCTION

With the advent of digital era, use of internet to disseminate digital images and other multimedia contents is inevitable. This imposes an immense need of security of digital contents transmitted over network. Availability of various tools and techniques allows easy manipulation of digital contents. To protect the digital contents from such undesirable alterations was the motivation for watermarking techniques. Though cryptographic techniques are there to provide security to digital contents, they don’t contribute in protecting copyright of content owner. Watermarking techniques are explicitly meant for protecting the identity of owner of digital contents so that no one else can claim the ownership and can alter the contents. Thus identity of owner in some or the other form is hidden into digital contents for digital authentication and copyright protection. Digital contents can be digital images, audio or video signals or text documents. Based on the content, it is further classified into different streams based on different criteria. When watermark is embedded by altering pixel values of a host image, it is called as spatial domain watermarking. If watermark is embedded by applying suitable transformation technique, it is called as transform domain watermarking. Another classification is based on whether the watermark embedded is visible to the observer or not. If watermark can be seen in watermarked image it is visible watermarking otherwise it is invisible watermarking. One more classification of digital image watermarking is based on necessary data for watermark extraction. If host image is required to perform watermark extraction, it is called as informed or private watermarking. If original image is not required for watermark extraction, it is called as blind or public watermarking.

Three major requirements for watermarking technique are:

- Imperceptibility which means presence of watermark in host image should not be noticeable. In other words, embedding watermark should not lead to significant loss of host image quality.
- Robustness means embedded watermark should not get destroyed due to intentional or non-intentional alterations made to host image.
- Security refers to the difficulty to remove watermark from host image for non-owners.

Transform domain watermarking techniques are more popular than spatial domain techniques due to their robustness but at the same time they are expensive in terms of complexity. Hence it has opened a new gateway for researchers to find more and more efficient transform domain watermarking techniques. In recent years, use of wavelet transforms for various image processing applications is at its peak and watermarking is not an exception. It has also motivated us to use different wavelet transforms for watermarking and to compare their performances.

Organization of paper is as follows. Section 2 presents related work in watermarking field. Section 3 focuses on Real Fourier transform, Slant transform Hartley transform and Kekre’s transform used for generation of orthogonal wavelet transforms. Proposed watermarking technique is given in Section 4. Section 5 contains discussion on the results of proposed technique. Finally the paper is concluded in Section 6.

RELATED WORK

As stated earlier, transform domain watermarking techniques are more robust and hence gained more popularity. In literature we find many such transform based watermarking techniques. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [1,2,3], Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [4,5], Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [6,7,8], Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [8,9] are some of popular transformation techniques used in watermarking. These transformation techniques can be used independently or in combination with each other for watermarking. Use of combined or multiple transforms together has proven to be more robust than use of any single transform for watermarking. Khaled Loukhaoukha and Jean-Yves Chouinard [10] have proposed a non-blind robust watermarking algorithm for grayscale image. Binary code is used as watermark. Wavelet coefficients of host image are computed up to three levels and then watermark is embedded in HH, LH and HL sub-bands using thresholding coefficients. HH, LH and HL sub-bands are selected for embedding process because Human Visual System (HVS) is less sensitive to small changes in texture and edges of an image. Threshold values are computed for each sub-band except LL band and watermark is embedded if the matrix entry for each sub-band is greater or equal to threshold value. Yong-Gang Fu and Hui-RongWang [11] have proposed another wavelet transform based digital watermarking scheme wherein a random binary image is obtained by random permutations. This watermark is then embedded in two level decomposed host images using bi-orthogonal spline wavelet transform. Authors have proposed two different schemes to compute watermark strength controlling factor. In first scheme, this factor is kept constant whereas in second scheme, it is computed in adaptive manner depending on the detail coefficients at the horizontal and vertical direction of the level second waveletdecomposition. First scheme is easy to use whereas second scheme causes less degradation of host image. In [12], authors proposed a watermarking scheme for colour images by embedding colour image into it. Watermark is converted into binary stream by DCT transforming it and then quantifying it. Host image is converted from RGB colour space to YIQ colour space. Luminance Y is then subjected to integer wavelet Transform Waveletcoefficients of host images are then quantified to watermark information. This makes the algorithm more robust and also original watermark and host image are not required for watermark extraction. In [13], authors have proposed SVD and wavelet transform based watermarking method. Here a binary watermark is embedded in singular...
values of selected wavelet coefficients of first level vertical and horizontal sub-bands of grayscale image. Combination of SVD and DWT makes it robust against common image processing attacks like JPEG compression, cropping, low pass filtering and Gaussian noise attack. Gurparkash Singh Kang in [14] have proposed an adaptive blind watermarking technique in which low frequency components of DCT transformed watermark are embedded in wavelet coefficients of LL band of host image. Qualified significant wavelet tree are used to select the locations for embedding and extracting watermark.

**REAL FOURIER TRANSFORM[15]:**

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) contains complex exponentials and gives complex values in output. To avoid these complex values in output of DFT, Cosine and Sine coefficients can be used. DCT and DST both are orthogonal even after sampling and are equivalent to FFT of data sequence of double length. Discrete Cosine Transform uses real and even functions while Discrete Sine Transform uses real and odd functions. Hence by using coefficients of DCT and DST, we can obtain Fourier transform containing only real coefficients. Since it contains only real terms, it is called as Real Fourier transform or Sine Cosine transform.

Once this Real Fourier transform is obtained from DCT and DST matrices, its wavelet can be generated using the procedure mentioned in [16].

**SLANT TRANSFORM AND HARTLEY TRANSFORM[17]:**

Slant transform matrix is orthogonal with first basis function constant and linear second basis function. The unitary kernel matrix of 2*2 Slant matrix is obtained from 2*2 Haar or Hadamard transform.

\[ H_N(2) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(1)

Subsequent Slant transform matrices are generated in iterative manner such that the step size is uniform and resultant transform matrix is orthogonal. This iterative procedure is actually a product of two sparse matrices and hence results in faster transform.

Hartley transform jointly uses the sine and cosine basis functions but its coefficients are real and not complex like Fourier transform which also uses sine and cosine functions. The two dimensional Discrete Hartley transform is given by

\[ F(u, v) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{x=0}^{N-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{N} (ux + vy) \right) \]  

(2)

The inverse Hartley transform is given by

\[ f(x, y) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{u=0}^{N-1} \sum_{v=0}^{N-1} F(u, v) \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{N} (ux + vy) \right) \]  

(3)

Where \( \cos \theta = \cos \theta + \sin \theta \)

**KEKRE TRANSFORM**

Kekre transform matrix of size \( N \times N \) is given as follows:

\[ K_{xy} = \begin{cases} 1, & x < y \\ -N + (x - 1), & x = y + 1 \\ 0, & x > y + 1 \end{cases} \]  

(4)

An added advantage of Kekre transform over other orthogonal transforms is its size. Unlike other transforms, Kekre transform need not be of size which is power of 2. Hence it is easily applicable to image of any size. Kekre wavelet transform is generated from Kekre transform using procedure in [18]. This procedure is slightly different than the generation of other orthogonal wavelet transforms. Kekre wavelet transform also can be of any size which is multiple of \( N \) where \( N \) is the size of Kekre transform matrix.

**PROPOSED METHOD**

In this section, watermarking technique using orthogonal wavelet transforms followed by DCT and SVD is proposed. These techniques have been implemented on 1.33 GHz AMD Dual Core Processor with 4 GB RAM and MATLAB 7.2.

In the proposed method, 256*256 size colour host images and 128*128 size watermarks are used. A test bed of 10 colour host images and 5 colour watermarks has been used. Wavelet transforms of size 256*256 and 128*128 are generated using two pairs of component orthogonal transforms, 1) 128*128 and 2*2 size orthogonal transform matrices and 2) 64*64 and 4*4 size orthogonal transform matrices. Hartley wavelet, Slant wavelet and Real Fourier wavelet transforms are generated using procedure in [16] and Kekre wavelet transform is generated using procedure in [18].
Watermark Embedding Algorithm:

Step 1. Take two level wavelet transform of Red, Green and Blue channel of host image using 256*256 wavelet transform matrix.

Step 2. Apply DCT to HL2 sub-band and arrange the resultant coefficients in zigzag manner to get four quadrants out of it. These four quadrants are used to embed watermark multiple times in host image.

Step 3. Obtain singular values of each quadrant by applying SVD to them.

Step 4. Perform similar steps on watermark to get their singular values. Use 128*128 wavelet transform matrix for watermarks.

Step 5. Alter the singular values of host image by adding scaled singular values of watermark to them.

\[ S'' = S + KS' \]  

Where, \( S \) is the singular value matrix of each quadrant, \( S' \) is the singular value matrix of watermark and \( S'' \) is the modified singular value matrix of host image.

Step 6. Reconstruct the watermarked image by following inverse zigzag, inverse DCT and inverse 2-level wavelet transform in sequence.

Step 7. Calculate Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between host image and watermarked image as a measure of imperceptibility.

Watermark Extraction Algorithm

Step 1. Take two level wavelet transform of Red, Green and Blue channel of watermarked image using 256*256 wavelet transform matrix.

Step 2. Apply DCT to HL2 sub-band and arrange the resultant coefficients in zigzag manner to get four quadrants out of it. From these four quadrants watermark is extracted from watermarked image.

Step 3. Obtain singular values of each quadrant by applying SVD to them.

Step 4. Extract singular values of watermark from singular values of watermarked image and singular values of host image.

\[ S' = (S'' - S)/K \]  

Where, \( S \) is the singular value matrix of each quadrant, \( S' \) is the singular value matrix of watermark and \( S'' \) is the modified singular value matrix of host image.

Step 5. Construct DCT coefficients of watermark using the singular values extracted in Step 4.

Step 6. Extract the watermarks from watermarked image by following inverse DCT and inverse 2-level wavelet transform in sequence.

Step 7. Calculate Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between original watermark and extracted watermark as a measure of robustness.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the test set of ten host images and five watermarks used for experimental work.

![Figure 1](image_url)

Figure 1. Cover images used for experimentation (a)Lena (b)Mandrill (c)Peppers (d)Balls (e)Puppy (f)Tiger (g)Flower (h)Ganesh (i)Titanic (j)Waterlili
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Sample result images are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 for Slant wavelet and Real Fourier wavelet transform respectively. Table 1 below shows the watermarking result images for Slant wavelet obtained from component orthogonal Slant transform matrices of size 128*128 and 2*2. These result images are for host image 'peppers' and 'ccd' watermark with scaling factor 0.6. Watermarked image without performing any attack is shown with Mean Absolute Error value between host and watermarked image in first row. In the following rows, watermarked images with different image processing attacks on them are shown with corresponding Mean Absolute Error value between watermarked images and attacked watermarked image. For both the cases, watermarks extracted from four quadrants of HL2 sub-band are shown. Mean Absolute Error between original watermark and extracted watermark from each quadrant are listed below them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Attack</th>
<th>Host Image/Watermarked Image</th>
<th>Watermarked Image/Image after performing attack</th>
<th>Watermarks Extracted from four quadrants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast Stretching</td>
<td>25.82751</td>
<td>10.650</td>
<td>10.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cropping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian Noise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Attack</td>
<td>Host Image/ Watermarked Image</td>
<td>Image after performing attack</td>
<td>Watermarks Extracted from four quadrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Absolute Error</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Absolute Error</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cropping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27.137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 below shows the watermarking result images for Real Fourier wavelet obtained from component orthogonal Real Fourier transform matrices of size 64*64 and 4*4. These result images are for host image ‘balls’ and ‘logo’ watermark with scaling factor 0.6. Watermarked image without performing any attack is shown with Mean Absolute Error value between host and watermarked image in first row. In the following rows, watermarked images with different image processing attacks on them are shown with corresponding Mean Absolute Error value between watermarked images and attacked watermarked image. For both the cases, watermarks extracted from four quadrants of HL2 sub-band are shown. Mean Absolute Error between original watermark and extracted watermark from each quadrant are listed below them.

Table 2. Result images for Real Fourier wavelet obtained from component orthogonal Real Fourier transform matrices of size 64*64 and 4*4 (host image= ‘balls’, watermark= ‘logo’, k=0.6)
Since ten host images and five watermarks are used to perform experimental work, comparison of various wavelet transforms used in watermarking has been done by taking average Mean Absolute Error of ten host images for each watermark. Further, average Mean Absolute Error of five such watermarks is calculated to represent MAE given by individual wavelet transform. Figure 3 below shows the comparison of all wavelet transforms when watermark is simply embedded in host image and watermarked image is not subjected to any kind of attack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelet Transform</th>
<th>Mean Absolute Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian Noise</td>
<td>27.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram Equalization</td>
<td>84.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resizing</td>
<td>3.988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From above Figure 3, it can be clearly seen that as scaling factor \((k)\) value increases from 0.05 to 0.6, visual quality of watermarked image degrades. This reduces imperceptibility which is one of the major requirements of watermarking. The wavelet combination of 128*128 and 2*2 gives the best result for all transforms for values of \(k\) varying from 0.05 to 0.6 closely followed by Hartley wavelet transform of combination (64, 4).

Figure 4 shows scaling factor against MAE value between original watermark and extracted watermark for different wavelet transforms.
From Figure 4 it can be observed that for higher scaling factor value, MAE between original and extracted watermark is reduced. All Wavelet transforms obtained from 128*128 and 2*2 component orthogonal transforms give best result for watermark extraction. Also Hartley transform with the combination of (64, 4) is the close follower.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of various wavelet transforms for different scaling factor values when contrast stretching attack is performed on watermarked image. Mean Absolute Error between watermarked image and attacked watermarked image is compared in Figure 5. Whereas Figure 6 shows Mean Absolute Error between original and extracted watermark against different scaling factor values for various wavelet transforms.

From Figure 5 we can say that Average MAE between watermarked image and attacked watermarked image gradually reduces for contrast stretching attack except for Real Fourier transform where it shows continuous fluctuation. For all values of scaling factor, performance of Hartley wavelet, Kekre wavelet, Slant wavelet transform obtained from both combinations and Real Fourier wavelet obtained from (128, 2) combination are very close. Among them Kekre wavelet transform obtained from (128, 2) gives the best results. Although Real Fourier wavelet shows wide fluctuation, it gives the lowest error for all values of k except a range of 0.2 to 0.4.
Figure 6. Average MAE between original and extracted watermark for different scaling factors and different wavelet transforms in contrast stretching attacks.

Figure 6 clearly indicates that for higher value of k, better correlation between original and extracted watermark is observed. For the values of k ranging from 0.2 to 0.6, all wavelet transforms with the combination of (128, 2) along with Hartley wavelet obtained from (64, 4) gives minimum error. High value of scaling factor increases the robustness of proposed watermarking algorithm against contrast stretching attack.

Figure 7 shows the response of various wavelet transforms mentioned earlier against cropping attack. It shows average MAE between watermarked image and cropped watermarked image. Unlike contrast stretching attack, the average MAE between watermarked images before and after the attack is found to be increasing with increasing value of scaling factor. Kekre wavelet transform obtained from 64*64 and 4*4 Kekre transforms gives minimum distortion in cropped watermarked image.

Figure 7. Average MAE between watermarked image and cropped watermarked image for different scaling factors and wavelet transforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scaling factor (k)</th>
<th>Hartley Wavelet (128,2)</th>
<th>Hartley wavelet (64*4)</th>
<th>Kekre wavelet (128,2)</th>
<th>Kekre wavelet (64,4)</th>
<th>Slant wavelet (128,2)</th>
<th>Slant wavelet (64,4)</th>
<th>Real Fourier wavelet (128,2)</th>
<th>Real Fourier wavelet (64,4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>17.025</td>
<td>17.020</td>
<td>17.015</td>
<td>17.010</td>
<td>17.005</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>17.020</td>
<td>17.015</td>
<td>17.010</td>
<td>17.005</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>17.015</td>
<td>17.010</td>
<td>17.005</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>17.010</td>
<td>17.005</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>17.005</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>17.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For cropping attack, average MAE between original and extracted watermarks against scaling factor values are plotted in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Average MAE between original watermark and extracted watermark for image cropping attack against scaling factor

Once again all wavelet transforms obtained from (128, 2) combination along with Hartley wavelet transform obtained from (64, 4) combination give minimum error for all values of k. amongst them Real Fourier wavelet transform generated from (128, 2) combination of Real Fourier transform outperforms here. Kekre wavelet transform gives highest MAE value which indicates that it is not robust against cropping attack.

Figure 9 shows the performance of wavelet transforms in Gaussian noise attack (variance=0.1). Similar to contrast stretching attack, for higher scaling factor values, the distortion between watermarked image and noise added watermarked image is reduced. For scaling factor higher than 0.35, all wavelet transforms except slant wavelet obtained from (64, 4) combination give very close MAE values. Slant wavelet generated from 128*128 and 2*2 size Slant matrices gives minimum distortion.

Figure 9. Average MAE between watermarked and Gaussian noise added watermarked image vs. scaling factor for different wavelet transforms
Figure 10 gives the plot of scaling factor against Average MAE between original and extracted watermark for Gaussian noise attack.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10. Average MAE between original and extracted watermark vs. scaling factor in Gaussian noise attack**

From Figure 10, significant decrease in Average MAE values between original and extracted watermarks has been observed for increasing value of scaling factor k. Hartley wavelet obtained from 64*64 and 4*4 combination of Hartley transform and all wavelets of (128,2) combination give closest values of MAE for all values of k.

Graph in Figure 11 shows the comparison of different wavelet transforms for histogram equalization attack. It is shown in terms of Average MAE between watermarked image and histogram equalized watermarked image against scaling factor. Almost every wavelet transform shows reduction in average MAE value with increase in scaling factor k. All wavelet transforms obtained from (128, 2) combination and Hartley wavelet, Kekre wavelet and Real Fourier wavelet obtained from (64, 4) combination give almost equal and better performance for k ranging from 0.2 to 0.6.

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11. Average MAE between watermarked image and its histogram equalized version for various values of scaling factor**

Figure 12 shows the graph of Average MAE between original and extracted watermark against scaling factor for histogram equalization attack with different wavelet transforms. For higher values of k ranging from 0.175 to 0.6, Real Fourier wavelet obtained from 128*128 and 2*2 Real Fourier transform gives the smallest average MAE among all wavelet transforms. Performance of Real Fourier wavelet transform is also better than DCT wavelet and Walsh wavelet transforms presented in [19] and [20].
Figure 12. Average MAE between embedded and extracted watermark vs. scaling factor for histogram equalization attack

Figure 13 shows the average MAE between watermarked and resized watermarked image. Similar to image cropping attack, MAE increases with increase in scaling factor value. Thus with higher value of scaling factor used in embedding, more distortion is observed in host image. Slant wavelet generated from 64*64 and 4*4 Slant matrices gives the smallest values of MAE as compared to any other wavelet transform for all values of k. Performance of this Slant wavelet is also better than DCT wavelet and Walsh wavelets presented in [19] and [20].

Figure 13. Average MAE between watermarked image and resized watermarked image vs. scaling factor for different wavelet transforms

Figure 14 shows comparison of different wavelet transforms for resizing attack. Average MAE between original watermark and watermarks extracted from resized watermarked image for different scaling factors are shown. For higher scaling factor values, extracted watermarks show high correlation with original watermark. For all wavelets, except Slant wavelet and Kekre wavelet of (64, 4) combination almost same performance has been observed. Amongst them best results are observed for Kekre wavelet obtained from (128, 2) combination. These values are also lesser than DCT wavelet based watermarking and Walsh wavelet based watermarking presented in [19] and [20] respectively.
CONCLUSION

Different wavelet transforms perform better for different attacks. Kekre wavelet transform gives better performance than other transforms namely Hartley wavelet, Slant wavelet and Real Fourier wavelet transforms for image resizing attack. Real Fourier wavelet transform outperforms in cropping and histogram equalization attack. Whereas performance of Hartley wavelet is better in contrast stretching and Gaussian noise attack. Except for cropping and resizing attacks, higher value of scaling factor leads to lesser distortion in attacked watermarked image. In general all wavelet transforms generated using (128, 2) size component orthogonal transforms give better performance than (64, 4) combination wavelets.
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